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Multi media: Lecture Notes
Teaching of Science.

The information communication is very much necessary for a person to express his 

thoughts, ideas, needs and opportunities with others and to inquire the same from the fellow 

men. In order to have the information communication many tools and media were used by him. 

The newly developed and discovered tools are effectively used for information communication. 

Especially, all media such as the English text, type writer, Radio, Television, Computers etc. 

are effectively used for the better information communication.
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The tool used to express or broadcast the Audio and Visual information is referred as 

Media.  In general, "media" refers to various means of communication. For example, printouts, 

diagrams, photos, real specimens, television, radio, computers and the newspaper are 

different types of media. The term can also be used as a collective noun for the press or news 

reporting agencies. In the computer world, "media" is also used as a collective noun, but refers 

to different types of data storage options.

A media which helps to broadcast the Information or data to many persons at a time is 

called as mass media. Mass media is any medium used to transmit mass communication. 

In  olden  days,  the  mass  communication  is  achieved  through  the  Public  Meetings, 

Conferences  etc.,  Later  the  same  is  transisted  through  the  books  and  news  papers, 

magazines. Now-a-days, the information communication and mass communication revolution 

has been seen with the use of latest electronic gadgets like Radio, Television and computers 

etc,   Until  recently mass media was clearly defined and was comprised of the eight mass 

media industries; Books, Newspapers, Magazines, and Recordings, Radio, Movies, Television 

and The Internet. 
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Objectives:
The student teacher

• ~ explains the meaning for media

• ~ describes the influence of Information Communication Technology in Education

• ~ defines the meaning for Information Communication Technology

• ~ list outs the merits and limitations of media

• ~ defines the Multi media

• ~ describes the internal components of multimedia

• ~ learns the steps in developing a multi media package

• ~ list outs the merits and limitations of multi media package

• ~ develops a multi media package with the use of computer

Impact of ICT in Education

In earlier days, the teaching and learning is entirely based on the oral communication 

between  the  student  and  teacher.  Due  to  the  advent  of  Print  media,  the  information  are 

transformed as text books and the newspapers were also formed as a communication media 

for  learning  and  teaching  processes.  Contemporarily,  in  this  scientific  era  the  diagrams, 

pictures, radio, recordings, television and other mass communication media are utilized in the 

activities of learning and teaching.

 An educational institution can not achieve the objectives of education without the help 

of recent teaching media.(Nelson Henry) The Information and Communication Technology not 

only  provide  the  news  snippets  but  also  rejuvenates  the  sensory  organs  through  the 

information.  Hence,  the ICT in  education is felt  necessary in  the class room teaching and 

learning process. By this ICT, students learn through the sensory organs. McLuhan proposes 

that media itself, not the content it carries, should be the focus of study. He said that a medium 

affects the society in which it plays a role not only by the content delivered over the medium, 

but also by the characteristics of the medium itself. Hence, this media reinforces the learning 

and teaching process.
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The National educational Policy (1986) and the Programme formulated in 1992 based 

on the policy insists the following:  The Information and communication tools make a deep 

impact  in  the  minds  of  students.  The  information  communication  is  having  the  academic 

barrier and administrative barrier in distance mode. The recent advances in ICT and Education 

technology should made available to everybody in all parts at a time.

ICT in Education should primarily  be a curricular  concern. It  is  appeared to be the 

importance of teacher is reduced by ICT in education. Also it can create a mirage that the ICT 

tools appeared as alternative to the teachers.  But, in a keen sense, the teacher alone assists 

in the role and responsibilities of ICT in education. A teacher has the key role in broadcasting 

of  information  to  their  students.  His  presence  is  indispensable  in  ICT.  The importance of 

teacher has not diminished in developed countries too.  So, the ICT teaching media cannot be 

an alternative to the teachers.

•
The  ICT  being  latest,  it  can  be  used  both  at  school  and 

higher education levels in the following areas:

• Teaching

• Diagnostic Testing

• Remedial Teaching

• Evaluation

• Psychological Testing

• Development of Virtual Laboratory

• Online Tutoring

• Development of Reasoning & Thinking

• Instructional Material Development

Merits:
 The following advantages can be accessed through the ICT in education.

 The target of Elementary education for all can be reached.

 Adult education can be obtained completely

 Informal education and its accessibility is made possible.

 School activities are promoted

 Leisure time can be utilized in a productive manner

 Students can also be participated in learning activities

 Alternate schooling also made possible for dropouts.
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 Logical thinking can be achieved

 Promote the professional skills.

 The effective in-service training can be possible.

 Promote the National integration with emotional stability.

 Develops the scientific attitude and arouse interests in science.

 The  information  related  to  Energy  conservation,  population  education,  bio 

diversity can be provided.

 Upto date information and news can be accessed

 Distance education can be obtained.

 Effective teaching can be possible even at the classes where higher ratio of 

Teacher students is prevailed.

 Attention deficiency in class room can be avoided.

 Time lapse is avoided.

 Learning experiences come with an immediate effect.

Limitations:

 
 The interaction between the mass communication media such as radio and television 

are impossible because they are one way communication. 

 The usage of these media highly depends on the interests of learner.

 Only a small amount of interaction is possible in the Computer Assisted Instruction too.

 The  educational  broadcasts  scheduled  at  the  inappropriate  time  produces  less 

productivity.

 Integration of mass media tools with the class room teaching is a difficult task.

 Most of the educational institutions lacks sufficient mass communication and ICT tools. 

 Monotonous teaching through this tools makes students tired and dislike in learning.

 Higher expenditure is involved in lesson preparation and broadcasting.

 There will be no place for attending the slow learners.

 Student centred learning concepts are rare in this media.
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MULTI MEDIA

Generally the Multimedia is referred as the media and content that uses a combination 

of different media or content forms. The term can be used as a noun (a medium with multiple 

content forms) or as an adjective describing a medium as having multiple content forms. The 

term is used in contrast to media which only use traditional forms of printed or hand-produced 

material.  Multimedia  includes  a  combination  of text,  audio,  still  images,  graphics, 
animation, video, and interactivity content forms.

Content forms or Internal components

Text : Either in computer monitor or in Television screen the text 

alone  can  play  a  significant  role  .  The text  form is  the 

important one in which we disseminate the information to 

the  students.  Through  the  multi  media  communication 

various multi dimensional effects can be given for the text 

itself in our lessons.

Picture : A picture or image is worth of thousand words. The word image is also used in the 

broader sense of any two-dimensional figure such as a map, a graph, a pie chart, or an 

abstract painting. In this wider sense, images can also be rendered manually, such as 

by drawing, painting, carving, rendered automatically by printing or computer graphics 

technology, or developed by a combination of methods. 

Images  may  be  two-dimensional,  such  as  a 

photograph,  screen  display,  and  as  well  as  a  three-

dimensional, such as a statue. They may be  captured by 

optical  devices—such  as  cameras,  mirrors,  lenses, 

telescopes,  microscopes,  etc.  and  natural  objects  and 

phenomena, such as the human eye or water surfaces.  A 

multi media computer can display a picture or photograph 

in a good quality. Multi media packages are used to beautify or arrange the pictures in 

a desired order. 
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Animation is  the rapid display of  a  sequence of  images of  2-D or  3-D artwork  or  model 

positions in order to create an illusion of movement. It is an optical illusion of motion 

due to the phenomenon of persistence of vision, and can be 

created and demonstrated in  a number of  ways.  The most 

common  method  of  presenting  animation  is  as  a  motion 

picture  or  video  program,  although  several  other  forms  of 

presenting  animation  also  exist.  In  order  to  make  the 

teaching lively the animating the picture arouses the interests 

of the students. Animated pictures and cartoons can be used 

in multi media package for teaching.

Sound : Sound recording and reproduction is an electrical or mechanical inscription and re-

creation of sound waves, such as spoken voice, singing, instrumental music, or sound 

effects. The two main classes of sound recording technology are analog recording and 

digital recording. Analog sound reproduction is the 

reverse  process,  with  a  bigger  loudspeaker 

diaphragm  causing  changes  to  atmospheric 

pressure to form acoustic sound waves.

In  a  multi  media  package  the  desired 

sound  or  music  or  speech  can  be  added  and 

edited to enhance the learning aptitude. Various softwares are available to add, delete, 

edit, mix and handle the audio files in a multi media package. Appropriate software can 

be used with the application required.

Graphics : Real life like pictures, designs etc., created through the computer are termed as 

graphics.  There are ready made graphic files are available. A lot 

of  pictures related to air,  water,  plants,etc.,  as graphic files are 

available.

Movies / Videos :  In film and video, footage is the raw, unedited material  as it  had been 

originally filmed by movie camera or recorded by a video camera which usually must 

be edited to create a motion picture, video clip, television show or similar 
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completed work. More loosely, footage can also refer to all sequences used in film and 

video editing, such as special effects and archive material.

Generally  the  movies  screened  in  theaters  have  all  the  features  of  mass 

communication content forms with lively animation,  sound effects etc.,  But it  is  a one way 

communication linear in nature. Such linearity can be avoided in multi media package. The 

carefully  designed  interactive  multi  media  package  makes the  learning  process lively  and 

effectively.

Preparation of Multimedia Software

The following steps to be followed by the teacher or student who aspires developing a 

multi media software or package:

step 1: Viewing Sample Multimedia Software.

step 2: Planning the Content.

step 3: Creating Story Board.

step 4: Creating an Outline.

step 5: Enhancing the quality of the Software

Adding Background Design

Adding Graphics from Clip Art

Adding Animations

Adding Sounds (Sound recording)

Adding Music

Inserting Movie

Inserting Chart

Adding Hyperlinks

step 6: Taking Printouts or Printing on Transparency Sheets

step 7: Saving Multimedia Presentation in Different Formats
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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1: Viewing Sample Multimedia Softwares.

~ Observe and clarify the procedures adopted for the multi media 

softwares  and  packages  already  available  in  the  market  or  firms  or 

institutions.

~  Necessary  clarifications  and  help  can  be  sought  from  the 

internet also.

2: Planning the Content.

~ Before the preparation of multi media software or packages the following aspects 

need be primarily considered;

~ The class and the level of the students,

~ The subject content or unit to be explained,

~ Objectives of the teaching,

~ Validity and flexibility of the package,

3: Creating Story Board.

~ The subject content for the multi media package should be converted in to simple 

modules or story board forms.

~  The  learning  objectives  predefined  must  not  be  deviated  while  developing  the 

modules or story board structure.

~ The modules or forms can be built as slides.

~ The slides should be displayed at the desired order or sequence predefined.

~ The display and animations can be built up with the aid of computers.
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4: Creating an Outline.

~ Appropriate outline for the unit to be discussed to be created in the slides.

~ These outlines retain the interests and arrest the attention of the learners.

~ The outlines may have the separate titles and can be saved in its appropriate places.

5: Enhancing the quality of the Software

~ In order to enhance the quality and utility of the software the background designs, 

animations, pictures, sounds, music, video files can be added in its appropriate places.

~ On no reasons the additional add on will not deviate the objectives of the learninn 

and package.

~ The addition of backgrounds in color or pictures related to the content of the package 

indirectly influences the students to understand the topic to be dealt in the package.

~  The  addition  of  Pictures,  Photos,  Clipart  graphics  and  animations  give  vivid 

explanation for the topic also keeps the session lively.

~  The clip arts and animations enhance the quality and utility of the package.

~ The sounds added during the transition of slides and the necessary sounds recorded 

for explanation retains and reinforces the learning experiences.

~ The clear recording is necessary. Also desired sounds can be downloaded from the 

internet.

~ Like the sounds, the music also be added either by recording or downloading from 

the valid sources.

~ Insertion of Movies, Charts give nice explanation to the students.

~ Adding the Hyperlinks is the important aspect in developing a multi media package;

~ The hyperlinks facilitates both the user and developer by reducing the time and work.

6: Taking Printouts or Printing on Transparency Sheets

~ Printouts or Printing on Transparency Sheets from the multi media package should 

be made possible.

~ This enhances the utility and quality.

~ These can be used as handouts by the students.
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7: Saving Multimedia Presentation in Different Formats

~  The  Developed  or  prepared  multi  media  package  must  be  save  in  appropriate 

formats such as Power point show, Web pages, Flash, etc., or combination of above.

~ The quality and utility of the developed software or package can be evaluated with 

the help of small groups (samples).

~ The trial run and the feed back of the software or package helps to validate and 

enhance the quality.

The following table shows how different types of media can support different purposes. 
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Advantages / Merits:

 Utilizes all the skills of learning such as hearing, seeing, perceiving, reading, 

learning by doing etc.,

 Within a stipulated time a large number of learners can use the package.

 The Multi media package developed once can be utilized for many years.

 The Multi  media package developed  with  better  quality  can be used widely 

among the schools.

 Also it can be shared through the internet using the web pages.

 Teacher can provide the guidance but the participation is restricted.

 Work load of the teacher is minimized.

 Slow learners too use the package with interest in learning.

 No need of problem solving in learning,  repeated learning with the package 

reinforces the learning experiences.

 Nearly all senses are utilized in learning.

 The learning and teaching process become attractive.

 Also the dropout ratio is minimized.

Limitations:

1. Preparation of multimedia package or software is a time consuming, tedious 

and costlier.

2. Provision of computers for all students is a difficult task and costlier.
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3. Preparation of multimedia package or software for all  subjects is not always 

possible.

4. Using the same method for all levels of students is more difficult.

5. Some amount of knowledge in computer operations is mandatory for teachers 

as well as students.

6. Training must  be given for  all  teachers to handle computers and its related 

works.

7. Sometimes  the  self  learning  opportunity  skips  the  essential  learning 

experiences.

8. Computer literacy is mandatory for the teachers.

9. Computers with latest configuration are essential for every school.

10. Copyright, Licensing of the application software is another problem.

Activity 1: To give simple exercises for the students in computers.

Activity 2: Lesson / Unit: Magnetic separation

If  one of  the  components  of  a  mixture  has  the  property  of  being  attracted by  the 

magnet,  then  it  can  be  removed  by  using  a  magnet.  This  method  is  called  magnetic 

separation. The iron particles mixed with sand or sooji can be separated easily by a magnet. 

When the magnet is passed through the mixture, fine particles of iron get attracted by the 

magnet and stick to it. This can be removed later.(Fig.4.5).

Insert a bar magnet through a heap of sand. Take it out. Again insert. Repeat it several times. 

You can see small particles of iron sticking to the magnet near the poles.
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Activity 3: All the learning experiences are made to built in the multi media package. Teacher 

can evaluate the learning experiences by questions in the computer screen. The achievement 

level can be obtained or assessed through the answers given by the students.

Qn.1: The best method used to separate iron dust from the cereal grains is –

a) Filtration        b) Sieving       c) Magentic separation       d) All the above

Activity 4: Final feed back and inference about the unit is discussed by the teacher.
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Computer Assisted / Aided Instruction

Now-a-days, the computers, not only familiarizing the students for recent technology 

but  also  prepare  the  students  to  learn  scientifically.   Computer-assisted  instruction”  (CAI) 

refers  to  instruction  or  remediation  presented on a  computer  (Leib-1982)  than the  lecture 

method.

Computer  assisted  instruction  (CAI)  is  a  term  most  often  refers  to  of  educational 

instruction  performed  almost  entirely  by  computer.  Such  systems  typically  incorporate 

functions such as assessing student capabilities, presenting educational materials,  drill  and 

practice, tutorial,  or simulation activities offered either by themselves or as supplements to 

traditional teacher directed instruction. 

Teaching at School as well as Higher Education, mostly, concentrates on 

giving information which is not the sole objective of Teaching. Along with 

giving information, the other objectives are:

• developing understanding and application of the concepts

• developing expression power 

• developing reasoning and thinking power

• development of judgment and decision making ability

• improving comprehension, speed and vocabulary 

• developing self-concept and value clarification

• developing proper study habits

• developing tolerance and ambiguity, risk taking capacity, scientific 

temper, etc.  

Computers are used in Teaching in the following work areas:

• Teaching

• Preparation of syllabus, time tables, work schedules

• Educational management and administration

• Planning academic activities

• Maintaining the Academic records

• Preparation of question papers
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• faster Manipulation and release of results of examination data

• Inspection of academic routine

• Census and data collection regarding the academic activities etc.,

Computer Assisted / Aided Instruction – Applications in Teaching:

Computers play a key role in the functions of a teacher in the following important work areas;

1, preparation of question papers, evaluates the answers and analyzes the results of 

examination

2, to make a summation, evaluation of the students’ performance and record their 

achievements in the whole year

3, to know the related information with the academic subjects

4, to report the individual students achievements and performances to the parents, 

teachers and school administration etc.,

Most of the teachers use Lecture Method which does not have potentiality of achieving majority of  

above mentioned objectives. The objectives of teaching with multi media are multi-dimensional in nature, so  

for  their  achievement  multiple  methods  should  be  used in  an  integrated  fashion.  At  present  Computer  

Assisted Instruction may be of some use. 

It  is  a well  known fact  that not a single teacher is capable of  giving up to date and complete  

information in his own subject. The CAI can fill this gap because it can provide access to different sources of  

information.  It  will  provide  correct  information  as  simple  as  possible  in  different  formats  with  different  

examples. It helps learners to broaden the information base.  Computer aided instruction provides flexibility 

to learners which is denied by the traditional process and method. Flexibility is a must for mastery learning 

and quality learning.
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In this Computer aided / assisted Instruction teacher has to prepare the instructional 

materials and provide necessary help modules in the package itself. The students can use the 

same in their own computers for learning. The Computer assisted instruction motivates the 

students to learn further and achieve the desired learning experiences.

Application of computers in repeated (reinforced) learning:

In  this  Computer  assisted  learning,  there  are  varieties  of  software  available.  The 

students can utilize the information in it.  The students can drill and practice the exercises for 

reinforce the learning experiences.

The softwares are made as user friendly,  emoticons, smiley etc for encouragement 

while using the package. Repeated usage never makes the computer tired.

Application of computers in new learning experiences:

The instruction material used for the programmed instruction can be used or converted 

into software packages for learning. While using the software the essential requirement for 

each and every student is the computer literacy, skills of installation and working in software.
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o
REAL-WORLD REQUIREMENTS:

Types of the basic and necessary requirements that should drive the 

selection and preparation of a specific instructional medium or package include the 

following factors:

Numbers:
 Size of Classroom / audience.

 Age group of the audience

 Number of total presentations over time.

 Number of simultaneous presentations.

Time:
 Time constraints for each Instruction / presentation session (20-minute brief 

training session, half-hour television time slot, a class period, etc.).

 The period of time: Long term, Short term, vacation sessions.

Customization and revision:

o Updates due to changing instruction base (Addition or deletion of  cur-

riculum, syllabus and course contents etc.,)

o Updates due to changing information base (Changes in software and hard-

ware releases, copyright, license policies, )

o User orientation (Specific / generic outlook or focus of the Students and In-

structor, Knowledge level and Skills of the `developer`.)

o Complexity and Scope of educational information (Language of instruction, 

Inter disciplinary Approach of the information)

Example: Computer aided instruction is the modified form of programmed instruction. The 

same type of procedure has adopted in the programmed instruction is carried out for 

developing the computer assisted learning software. The following methods are 

adopted to develop software for Computer assisted instruction.

1) Linear or sequential programming

2) Parallel processing and

3) Object oriented programming
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The  following  example  gives  the  outlines  for  developing  linear  type  multi  media 

software. For instance the lesson Atomic structure is taken as example.

a) Convert the unit as smaller data modules or units of information. 

b) Only one concept must be expressed by the each information unit.

c) There must be a small question at the end of each information unit.

d) Correct answer must be expressed immediately after answering the question.

e) If the answer given was wrong, the same information must be expressed in simple 

words.

f) The students are allowed to take their own time to read and understand the 

information in it.

g) The above mentioned principles need be used as fundamental base for the multi 

media software preparation.

 Info.1.

Atom is constituted by three particles named as electron, proton and neutron

Question: How many atomic particles will you find in an atom?    Ans: 3

Info.2.

The three particles in the atom has its own symbols.

 electrons are noted as the symbol e - 

protons are noted as the symbol p 

and neutron has the symbol n

Question:  The symbol for the neutrons is -  a] p     b] n     c] e    d] r       Ans: n
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Info.3.

The nucleus of Atom is located in its centre. 

There are elliptical paths present around the nucleus. 

These elliptical paths are called as Orbital or energy levels.

Question: Where will you find the nucleus in an atom?         Ans: At the centre

Info.4

The nucleus contains positively charged protons and neutral neutrons. 

The Electrons are negatively charged present in the outer orbital around the nucleus.

Question: The neutrons are present in the nucleus. Say True or False.            Answer: True
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Info.6

The nucleus contains positively charged protons and the neutrons have no charges.

The Electrons are negatively charged present in the outer orbital around the nucleus.

Question: The Protons are present in the nucleus are _________ charged.             Answer: Positive

Info.7

The nucleus contains positively charged protons and the neutrons have no charges.

The Electrons are negatively charged present in the outer orbital around the nucleus.

Question: The Protons are present in the nucleus are _________ charged.             Answer: Positive

Info.8

The Electrons are negatively charged and their number matches the number of protons. 

Therefore atoms are normally electrically neutral (1+=1-).

 Question: The nucleus of atom is negatively charged.    Say  True or False:            Answer: False

I
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Info. 9

The atomic nucleus contains positively charged protons and the neutrons have no charges.

Therefore the atomic nucleus is positively charged).

Question: What will be the electrical charge of the Atomic nucleus?       Ans: Positive.

Info. 10.

The neutrons and protons in the atomic nucleus cannot escape outside.

But the electrons in the outer shell can be easily removed or added.

The ion is formed during the addition or deletion of an electron or group of electrons.

ex. Hydrogen Atom:  

The Atomic hydrogen has only one orbital with an electron. 

If the electron has removed from the orbital, it formed as ion which is positively charged.

 Ionic structure of Hydrogen  

Hence, generally the atoms are neutral in nature.

 If the atom losses are accepts an electron ti becomes as Ion.

Question: Ions are neutral in nature. Say true or false.        Ans: False.
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Info. 11.

For example the nitrogen atom has 7 protons and 7 neutrons in its nucleus. 

7 electrons are present in the orbital around the nucleus.

Question: How many electrons present in the Atom of Nitrogen ?      Answer: 7

Info. 12.

The number of orbital is based on the number of electrons in the atom. First orbitl is known as `K` 

The second orbital is `L`, Third orbital is `M` and the Fourth orbital is `N` and so on.

The capacity of the electrons present in the each orbital is as follows:

Orbital K L M N
No. of electrons 2 8 18 32

Example;  Oxygen atom;-

This Oxygen atom has 2 electrons in the first orbital `K` and 

Remaining 6 electrons present in the second orbital` L`.  

2 more electrons are required to complet the capacity of the shell`L`. 

It is termed as valency of oxygen is 2.

 

Question: Identify the Oxygen atom with its electrons ?

   Ans: Oxygen atom has 8 electrons.( 2 in the K orbit 6 six in the Orbit L).
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Likewise, the subject content is split in to micro units and modules with diagrams and 

questions  with  answers.  The  computer  assisted  instruction  can  be  developed  using  the 

appropriate application software or programming language.

There are some limitations in developing Computer Assisted Instruction modules or software. These are as follows:

• The learner might find it uninteresting or monotonous as compared to paper pencil test.
•  The teacher might find Computer Assisted Instruction module difficult to administer if he / she is not a 

computer savvy. 
• It faces certain constraints, like, power cut, when it is being administered.
• The learner might not take it seriously as he / she is used to the traditional paper and pencil tests.
• The development of Computer Assisted Instruction module is costly and tedious as compared to traditional 

methods.
•  The use of Computer Assisted Instruction module requires many computers which may not be available in 

all the schools.
• The learners who are not computer friendly might not feel at ease while giving the instruction and tests on 

Computer.
• Certain technical problems might crop up which can distract the learner while giving the Computer As-

sisted Instruction.
• All teachers may not be competent to develop Computer Assisted Instruction module. It is because of 

Teacher may not know computer languages that may be used for developing.

~ ~ ~

.end.
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